INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

The human sex chromosomes, *i.e*., the X and Y chromosome, evolved from a pair of identical chromosomes about 300 million years ago.[@ref1] One homologue had acquired a sex-determining gene and became the Y chromosome, while the other one became the X chromosome, resulting in a XY and XX sex chromosome constitution for males and females, respectively. The Y chromosome had undergone various chromosomal rearrangements, reduction in gene content, specialization in testis determination and differentiation, and other male-specific functions, such as sperm production.[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3] Parallel to such genetic evolution, the female with two X chromosomes had adopted a dosage compensation process, in which one of the two X chromosomes is inactivated early during embryogenesis, thereby in general balancing the gene dosage between the sexes.[@ref4] The modern Y chromosome harbors identical genes on the pseudoautosomal regions (PARs) shared with the X chromosome; and X-degenerate, ampliconic and unique genes on the male-specific region of the Y chromosome (MSY).[@ref2] Recent complete sequencing of the Y chromosome of different mammalian species, including humans, suggests that most of the genes on the MSY region have relatively conserved homologues on the X chromosome, which escape X-inactivation.[@ref5] They are widely expressed in various tissues and serve various regulatory functions in transcription, translation, chromatin modification, RNA splicing, and protein ubiquitination. There are a few exceptions, including the sex-determining region Y gene (*SRY*),[@ref6] the RNA-binding motif protein Y-linked (*RBMY*),[@ref7] and the testis-specific protein Y-encoded (*TSPY*),[@ref8] that had diverged significantly from their X-homologues, *i.e.*, SRY-box 3 (*SOX3*),[@ref9] RNA-binding motif protein X-linked (*RBMX*),[@ref10][@ref11] and TSPY homologue on the X chromosome (*TSPX*),[@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15] respectively, and serve male-specific functions, such as sex determination, male germ cell renewal, and spermatogenesis. The Y homologues are primarily expressed in the testis, while the respective X homologues could have diverse expression patterns and are subjected to X-inactivation in a variety of tissues.[@ref16] Various studies showed that *TSPY* and *TSPX* had evolved to be a proto-oncogene and a tumor suppressor gene, respectively. Thus, an abnormal activation of a proto-oncogene, *i.e., TSPY*, on the MSY region of the Y chromosome will have a positive male-specific effect(s) on oncogenesis in males, while inactivation/deletion of an X-located tumor suppressor gene, *i.e., TSPX*, will predispose males to oncogenesis, since males have only one X chromosome. Accordingly, *TSPY* and *TSPX* represent a pair of homologues on the sex chromosomes that function at the two extremes of the human oncogenic spectrum.

THE *TSPY* AND *TSPX* GENES ON THE SEX CHROMOSOMES {#sec1-2}
==================================================

*TSPY* was one of the earliest genes isolated from the human Y chromosome.[@ref8][@ref17] *TSPX* was cloned by various laboratories and had been termed as TSPY-Like 2 or *TSPYL2*,[@ref18] cell division antigen 1 or *CDA1*,[@ref12] differentially expressed nucleolar-transforming growth factor-β1 target or *DENTT*,[@ref14] and CASK-interacting nucleosome assembly protein or *CINAP*.[@ref19] The TSPY homologue on the X chromosome (*TSPX*) has been adopted to indicate that *TSPY* and *TSPX* originated from the same ancestral gene on the proto-X and proto-Y chromosomes (**[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) and possess similar exon-intron organization.[@ref13][@ref15] Sex chromosome evolution resulted in *TSPY* being specialized in male-specific function(s) on the Y chromosome and *TSPX* maintaining likely the functions of the ancestral gene on the X chromosome. Although both genes still harbor a conserved SET/NAP domain, initially identified in the nuclear oncoprotein SET and the nucleosome assembly protein 1 (NAP1),[@ref18] they diverged significantly in other parts of their encoded proteins. Principally, TSPX harbors an acidic domain of \~290 amino acids at its carboxyl terminus, while TSPY lacks such domain (**Supplementary Figure 1**). The truncation of the acidic domain could be essential for the specialization of TSPY functions in male spermatogonial stem cells and spermatogenesis, while the retention of the acidic domain could be important for TSPX housekeeping functions.[@ref15] Several TSPY-like intronless genes have been identified on the autosomes[@ref15][@ref18] and could be results of retrotransposition events involving TSPY since they do not harbor the carboxyl acidic domain in their encoded proteins. Collectively, these genes have been designated as the SET/NAP/TSPY superfamily. Comparative analysis of the members of this superfamily with the Conserved Domain Database at the NCBI[@ref20] identified the respective SET/NAP domain within each protein (**Supplementary Figure 1**). Based on the expected values (E-values) of domain homology, TSPY, TSPX, and other TSPYL proteins possess similar E-values and could constitute a subfamily of TSPY-like proteins harboring NAP domains, somewhat distinct from those of SET/NAP proteins (**Supplementary Figure 1**).

![Diagrammatic illustration on the evolution of the SET/NAP/TSPY gene family. An ancestral gene gave rise to autosomal-located *SET* and *NAP1* genes while one (*TSPYL2*) integrated onto the proto-X and proto-Y chromosomes. During the evolution of the sex chromosomes, the proto-Y chromosome had acquired a sex-determining gene and evolved into the modern Y chromosome, while the proto-X chromosome evolved into the X chromosome. The *TSPYL2* gene on the Y chromosome had specialized to serve male-specific functions, such as spermatogenesis, amplified itself tandemly and became the ampliconic *TSPY* gene. The *TSPYL2* gene on the X chromosome maintained likely the structure and functions of the ancestral gene and became the *TSPX* gene. Additional retrotransposition events, likely from TSPY transcripts, generated other intronless TSPY-like genes on the autosomes. The respective chromosomal locations are labeled on the left of each member of the gene family. *NAP1*: nucleosome assembly protein 1; *SET*: SET nuclear proto-oncogene; *TSPX*: TSPY homologue on the X chromosome; *TSPY*: testis-specific protein Y-encoded.](AJA-21-260-g001){#F1}

*TSPY* is an ampliconic gene and repeated 30--60 times on the MSY region of the Y chromosome.[@ref2] Most TSPY transcriptional units are 2.8 kb in size[@ref8] and embedded in 20.3-kb tandem repeats with 98% sequence homology.[@ref2] They span about 0.6--1.2 Mb of DNA and constitute likely the largest block of functional and protein-coding repetitive sequences in the human genome. It has 6 exons but undergoes alternative splicing events, resulting in multiple in-frame transcript coding for various protein isoforms with 156--308 amino acids, all of which harbor the SET/NAP domain.[@ref21] *TSPX* is a 6.2-kb single-copy gene, located on p11.22 region on the short arm of the X chromosome.[@ref13][@ref15] It encodes a protein of 693 amino acids. Both genes maintain similar genomic organization with a unique exon 1 and conserved exons 2--5 coding for the SET/NAP domain, but diverge at the 3' ends with the last *TSPY* exon lacking the exons 6 and 7 coding sequence for the acidic domain of TSPX (**Figure [2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}** and **[2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The SET nuclear oncogene is a major member of the SET/NAP/TSPY family. It also harbors a short acidic stretch of \~52 amino acids at the C-terminus of its encoded protein. The crystal structure of the human SET protein with a truncated acidic domain (SETΔC) has been elucidated,[@ref22] which suggests a configuration with an N-terminal backbone dimerized structure and the SET/NAP domains as a pair of "earmuffs of a headphone" (**[Figure 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Sequence alignment suggests that SET, TSPY, and TSPX are highly conserved at the SET/NAP domain.[@ref15][@ref23] Hence, if both the TSPY and TSPX assume similar structures, one could envision TSPY to possess similar structural organization as that of SETΔC, while the full-length SET and TSPX could have a set of its acidic domains protruding from the "earmuffs" of the dimerized structure (**[Figure 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). At present, the organization and effects of the acidic domain on the overall structure of TSPX as well as that for the intact SET protein are unknown. Further, it is uncertain if TSPY, TSPX, and/or other TSPYL proteins could form heterodimers with the same or different functions.

![*TSPY* and *TSPX* genomic organization and postulated atomic models deduced from the SETΔC structure. (**a**) *TSPY* and (**b**) *TSPX* maintain similar genomic organizations, with a unique exon 1, but conserved exons 2--5, encoding the SET/NAP domain. *TSPX* contains exons 6 and 7 encoding the acidic domain at its C-terminus, while *TSPY* lacks such protein-coding exons and the carboxyl acidic domain. Accordingly, TSPY could assume the dimerized structure of SET protein without the acidic domain, *i.e*., (**c**) SETΔC, with the SET/NAP domains as a pair of "earmuffs of a headphone" (PDB ID: 2E50),[@ref22] (**d**) while intact TSPX and SET with C-terminal acidic domain would have the acidic domain protruding from the "earmuffs." NAP1: nucleosome assembly protein 1; NLS: nuclear localization signal; SET: SET nuclear proto-oncogene; SETΔC: SET protein with a truncated acidic domain; TSPX: TSPY homologue on the X chromosome; TSPY: testis-specific protein Y-encoded.](AJA-21-260-g002){#F2}

THE NORMAL FUNCTIONS OF *TSPY* AND *TSPX* GENES {#sec1-3}
===============================================

As a specialized gene on the Y chromosome for male-specific functions, *TSPY* is primarily expressed in the prespermatogonia and gonocytes in embryonic testis[@ref24] and spermatogonia and spermatocytes in adult testis.[@ref25] The *TSPY* gene array possesses the highest length variation and mutation rate from father-to-son transmission on the Y chromosome.[@ref26] Copy number variation and recombination of exon 1 of *TSPY* have been reported to be associated with infertility in men,[@ref27][@ref28] suggesting that it serves important functions in spermatogonial stem cell renewal and spermatogenesis.[@ref29][@ref30] Currently, the exact functions of TSPY in the spermatogenic processes have not been defined. We showed that TSPY is capable of binding to the type B mitotic cyclins and exacerbates the activities of the cyclin B-cyclin dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) phosphorylation enzymatic activities.[@ref31] We hypothesize that such TSPY actions could be important for spermatogonial stem cell renewal and sustaining the two consecutive rounds of meiotic divisions in meiosis I and II,[@ref30] which generate four spermatids during spermatogenesis in the testis. Although low levels of TSPY transcripts could be detected in some somatic tissues, such as prostate and brain, the primary normal functions of TSPY are mostly male specific in the testis.

There are numerous normal functions assigned to TSPX through various genetic linkage, DNA sequencing, and transgenic mouse studies. TSPX is ubiquitously expressed in most tissues, with the highest levels in the ovary, brain, and other neural tissues, and presumed to serve certain housekeeping/important functions[@ref14] (**Supplementary Figure 2**). Several studies showed that mutations, duplication, or deletion of *TSPX* are associated with various degrees of intellectual disability.[@ref32][@ref33][@ref34][@ref35] TSPX interacts with calcium/calmodulin-dependent serine protein kinase (CASK) and modulates the Tbr-1 regulation of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor subunit and other neural genes.[@ref19][@ref35][@ref36][@ref37] Loss-of-function mutation of *Tspx* in mice results in neurodevelopmental and behavioral abnormalities,[@ref38][@ref39] suggesting that *TSPX* could be an essential gene for neurodevelopment and synaptic functions. TSPX has been demonstrated to be an essential component of the RE1-silencing transcription factor/neuron-restrictive silencer factor (REST/NRSF) transcriptional repressor complex, which regulates numerous neuronal genes and could also serve as tumor suppressor for various cancers.[@ref40] TSPX is involved in the regulation of cell cycle progression and cell proliferation. Overexpression of TSPX retards cell proliferation and regulates the transition of both the G1 and G2 phases of the cell cycle.[@ref14][@ref31][@ref41][@ref42][@ref43] It enhances the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) signaling in renal and vascular cells and increases the renal expression of TGF-β receptors and TGF-β-mediated fibrogenesis of the kidney in experimental models of diabetes.[@ref41][@ref43] Hence, TSPX could serve important functions in cell cycle regulation and cell proliferation and transcriptional functions and exert various effects on physiology and diseases involving these cellular properties. Its role in human oncogenesis will be discussed in more detail under a separate section, below.

At present, studies on other members of the TSPY-like intronless genes are limited. Since they are postulated to be derived from the Y-located *TSPY* gene, they could potentially possess similar properties, assigned to *TSPY* and *TSPX*. A frameshift mutation in *TSPYL1* had been linked to high risk for the sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) among an Amish community in Pennsylvania, USA.[@ref44] Subsequent studies on the European Amish and German populations failed to associate any *TSPYL1* variations with SIDS.[@ref45][@ref46] Other studies suggest that *TSPYL5* and *TSPYL6* could be involved in cell growth and drug sensitivity and breast cancer susceptibility, respectively.[@ref47][@ref48][@ref49] To shed some lights on the probable functions of these TSPY-like genes, we have performed a data-mining experiment investigating their expression patterns in the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project.[@ref50] Our results show that TSPX and TSPYL5 are expressed in a wide range of the 53 human tissues/cells in the database (**Supplementary Figure 2**). TSPY and TSPYL6 are specifically expressed in the testis, while TSPYL5 shows a preferential testis expression pattern. Both TSPYL1 and TSPYL4 are tandemly integrated within a 30-kb segment on the human chromosome 6q22.1 and show similar preferential expression patterns in the brain and other neural tissues. Since they harbor the conserved SET/NAP domain, they could potentially participate in some of the functions, prescribed to TSPY, TSPX, and other members, for example, *SET* and NAP1-like genes, of the family with similar expression patterns (**Supplementary Figure 2**).

*TSPY* AS A PROTO-ONCOGENE IN GONADOBLASTOMA AND GERM CELL TUMORS {#sec1-4}
=================================================================

The gonadoblastoma locus on the Y chromosome (GBY) was initially proposed to explain the high incidence (\>60%) of gonadoblastoma in patients with disorders of sex development (DSD), *i.e.*, XY females and XY males with gonadal dysgenesis, harboring residual materials from the Y chromosome.[@ref51][@ref52] Subsequent deletion mapping localized the GBY locus on deletion interval 3 proximal to the centromere on the short arm of the human Y chromosome.[@ref53][@ref54] GBY is the only oncogenic locus on this male-specific chromosome.[@ref55] The *TSPY* transcriptional repeats are the major functional genes located at the critical region of GBY, and hence they constitute the key candidates for the gene(s) responsible for predisposing the dysgenetic gonads of DSD patients to gonadoblastoma development.[@ref56][@ref57] Gonadoblastoma is a benign germ cell tumor and, if untreated, can advance to dysgerminoma or testicular germ cell tumors (TGCTs), depending on the status of the dysfunctional gonads.[@ref58][@ref59][@ref60] Expression analysis shows that TSPY is abundantly expressed in gonadoblastoma and various types of TGCTs, particularly intense in the carcinoma *in situ* cells (CIS), the precursors for all germ cell tumors.[@ref24][@ref29][@ref61][@ref62][@ref63][@ref64] Further, TSPY is also expressed in nongonadal germ cell tumors, such as the intracranial germ cell tumors, of male patients.[@ref65] TSPY expression pattern is correlated with those of various CIS and germ cell markers, such as placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP), octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (OCT4), proto-oncogene c-Kit (c-Kit),[@ref63] and CD133 (prominin 1), a consensus marker for cancer stem cells[@ref66][@ref67][@ref68][@ref69] capable of self-renewal and tumorigenesis (**[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). These findings suggest the potential role of TSPY in the early tumorigenic initiation and progression of gonadoblastoma and TGCTs and somatic cancers of germ cell origin. Overexpression of TSPY in human HeLa and mouse NIH-3T3 cells accelerates cell proliferation, particularly exacerbating the transition of the G2/M phase of the cell cycle, and upregulates various oncogenes and growth-promoting genes, but represses tumor suppressors and growth inhibitors.[@ref70] TSPY is capable of binding to its own exon 1 sequence and amplifying its expression and oncogenic actions.[@ref71] Tumorigenicity assays in athymic mice showed that cells overexpressing TSPY form tumor significantly faster than those without TSPY expression, suggesting that TSPY possesses oncogenic properties when it is ectopically expressed in somatic cells. Transgenic mouse studies showed that *TSPY* promoter is capable of directing the expression of a reporter in germ cells of both sexes,[@ref25] and ectopic expression of *TSPY* gene in germ cells leads to gonadoblastoma-like structures in the ovaries of female mice,[@ref72] thereby supporting its candidacy as the gene for GBY.

![Co-localization of (**a**) TSPY and (**b**) CD133 in the CIS cancer stem cells in a testicular seminoma. Immunofluorescence was performed as previously described,[@ref63] and (**c**) a merged view of **a** and **b**. CIS: carcinoma *in situ* cells; TSPY: testis-specific protein Y-encoded. Scale bar=20 μm.](AJA-21-260-g003){#F3}

TSPY IN SOMATIC CANCERS {#sec1-5}
=======================

As a proto-oncogene on the human Y chromosome, *TSPY* could have significant influence on the oncogenic processes of male-specific cancers, such as prostate cancer,[@ref73][@ref74] and male-biased cancers, such as hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).[@ref75][@ref76][@ref77][@ref78] To establish such possible correlation, TSPY expression was analyzed with immunohistochemistry on archival pathological specimens and RNAs from prostate cancer and HCC.[@ref79] Results from these studies showed that TSPY is abundantly expressed in prostate cancer specimens of various Gleason grades as well as latent cancer of elderly individuals.[@ref80] Interestingly, the levels of TSPY expression could be correlated with the Gleason grades of latent cancer, suggesting that it could act at early stages of prostatic oncogenesis.

HCC is closely associated with hepatic cirrhosis caused by infections of hepatitis viruses (hepatitis B virus \[HBV\] and hepatitis C virus \[HCV\]) and other chronic liver diseases or toxicities/injuries.[@ref81][@ref82][@ref83][@ref84] The etiologies are complex and might involve contributions of various genetic, cell signaling, and environmental components. There are significant sex differences in the incidence and progression of liver cancer favoring men.[@ref77][@ref85][@ref86][@ref87][@ref88][@ref89][@ref90] As a proto-oncogene on the male-specific chromosome, ectopic expression of TSPY in HCC could signify a contribution of this male-specific gene in such sexual dimorphism(s) in HCC. To support such postulation, TSPY expression has been analyzed with tissue microarray, individual pathological specimens, and RNAs from tumor and nontumor pairs from HCC patients.[@ref79] The results showed that TSPY is positive in approximately 50% of male HCC specimens, and its expression is closely correlated with those of other markers, such as glypican 3 (GPC3) and forkhead box M1 (FOXM1). To further confirm its involvement in HCC pathogenesis, TSPY expression was analyzed in the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database, particularly on RNA-Seq transcriptome and DNA methylation datasets on HCC and adjacent nontumor tissues of male patients.[@ref91] The results showed that 33% of HCC were positive for TSPY expression. Significantly TSPY expression is associated with poorer survival of the patients.[@ref91] Additional studies revealed that male specimens of 17% of lung adenocarcinoma, 11% of head-and-neck cancer, and 10% of renal cancer are also positive for TSPY transcripts. TSPY is co-expressed with a network of 53 genes and is associated with DNA hypomethylation and gene expression in somatic cancers.[@ref91] As a repetitive gene, the *TSPY* transcripts could be underestimated in the common methods used to quantitate gene expression from RNA-Seq data,[@ref92] suggesting that TSPY expression could likely be more common and/or abundant than the data derived from the transcriptome database. Nevertheless, the data-mining study confirmed the TSPY expression in HCC and further demonstrated its expression in other tumor types, thereby substantiating the potential role(s) of this male-specific proto-oncogene in somatic cancers.[@ref91]

In two separate studies, TSPY has also been identified as a highly expressed biomarker in HCC specimens. The first one using cDNA microarray and hybridization approach identified *TSPY* as a highly expressed gene in HCC and demonstrated it as a cancer-testis (CT) antigen detectable as an autoantigen in sera of HCC patients.[@ref93] The second study using proteomic approaches identified TSPY as a highly expressed protein consistently detected in male HCC samples, as compared to those of female specimens.[@ref94] Further studies showed that overexpression of TSPY potentiated HCC cell proliferation and increased colony formation in soft agar and cell invasiveness, corresponding to metastatic properties of these transfected cells,[@ref94] as previously reported.[@ref70] Hence, these studies support the hypothesis that TSPY could exacerbate hepatocarcinogenesis, thereby exerting the male biases observed among the HCC patients.

TSPX AS A TUMOR SUPPRESSOR IN HUMAN CANCERS {#sec1-6}
===========================================

*TSPX* was initially isolated as a gene induced by the TGF-β in lung cancer cells.[@ref14] Early studies demonstrated that overexpression of TSPX arrests cell growth and proliferation,[@ref12][@ref14] thereby affirming its potential role(s) as a tumor suppressor in oncogenesis. Mutations of *TSPX* in selected cancers, such as endometrial tumors and uterine leiomyomas, have been reported.[@ref34][@ref95] Its expression is drastically reduced in lung cancer tissues and cell lines, as compared to normal lung tissues and cell lines.[@ref42] Overexpression of TSPX in lung and breast cancer cells diminishes their proliferation, colony formation, and migratory properties.[@ref12][@ref14][@ref42] As a component of the REST/NRSF transcriptional repressor complex for TGF-β signaling activation,[@ref40] TSPX regulates TGF-β-induced cell cycle arrest in epithelial cells and promotes TGF-β signaling by repressing genes involved in cell growth. Since TSPX expression is inducible with TGF-β,[@ref14] its regulation of TGF-β signaling suggests the likely presence of a feedback mechanism in tumor suppression involving TSPX and TGF-β. Further, TGF-β family serves important functions in numerous developmental and physiological pathways[@ref96] and TSPX is widely expressed in most tissues, such TSPX-TGF-β feedback loop could be critical in modulating these biological processes, particularly on neurodevelopment and neural functions,[@ref97] beyond tumorigenesis.[@ref98]

The HBx protein encoded by HBV is a putative oncoprotein essential for viral replication and oncogenesis.[@ref99] Its expression and/or mutations in infected cells affect cell proliferation, androgen, NF-κB/WNT-β-catenin and ERK/JNK signaling, and other oncogenic events.[@ref100][@ref101][@ref102][@ref103][@ref104][@ref105][@ref106] HBx is protected by the proteasome 19S lid subunit regulatory particle non-ATPase 3 (RPN3) from proteosomal degradation. TSPX abrogates the RPN3-dependent stabilization of HBx by interacting with both HBx and RPN3 and tethering HBx for degradation through the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway.[@ref107] The critical domain has been mapped to the carboxyl acidic domain of TSPX. Hence, TSPX serves as a tumor suppressor and a negative regulator for HBx stability and HBV-associated hepatocarcinogenesis. Interestingly, TSPY lacks such domain and does not interact with RNP3 or HBx and has no effects on the proteosomal degradation of HBx.[@ref107]

THE CONTRASTING PROPERTIES OF TSPY AND TSPX IN CELL CYCLE REGULATION {#sec1-7}
====================================================================

As discussed above, *TSPY* is a proto-oncogene on the Y chromosome, while its X-homologue *TSPX* behaves as a tumor suppressor. When they are overexpressed, they promote and arrest cell proliferation, respectively.[@ref12][@ref14][@ref70][@ref94] Several large-scale genome-wide association studies have mapped a prostate cancer susceptibility locus to Xp11.22 on the X chromosome,[@ref108][@ref109] where TSPX is located, suggesting that it could be a candidate for such a cancer susceptibility locus. As discussed below, mutations and/or aberrant RNA processing of TSPX could convert it to pro-oncogenic as TSPY, thereby contributing positively to tumorigenesis.

Initial flow cytometry analysis of cells overexpressing TSPY showed a significant decrease in the number of cells at the G2/M stage, suggesting that the cells might transit this cell cycle stage expeditiously.[@ref70] Since the G2/M checkpoints insure that only cells with proper DNA duplication/genome integrity will enter mitosis to yield normal daughter cells, such expedited transition through the G2/M phase could potentially induce genome instability and pass on mutations to the progeny cells.[@ref29] We showed that TSPY binds to type B cyclins and exacerbates the phosphorylation activities of the mitotic cyclin B-CDK1 complex both *in vitro* and *in vivo*.[@ref31] Cyclin B-CDK1 activity is essential for the cell to enter and exit mitosis, and TSPY exacerbation of its kinase function could, at least partially, explain the rapid transition of G2/M phase in cells overexpressing TSPY. A parallel study showed that TSPX also binds to cyclin B, but represses the cyclin B-CDK1 activity. TSPY and TSPX binding and modulation of cyclin B-CDK1 activities are competitive in nature. Domain mapping identified the carboxyl acidic domain of TSPX to be responsible for its inhibitory effect(s) on the cyclin B-CDK1 activities. Importantly, truncation of this acidic domain renders the abbreviated TSPX to be stimulatory in cyclin B-CDK1 activity as TSPY. On the other hand, transposition of the TSPX acidic domain to the carboxyl terminus of TSPY results in an inhibitory molecule on cyclin B-CDK1 activity as intact TSPX protein.[@ref31] Immunofluorescence analysis localized both TSPY and TSPX at the microtubule spindle assembly throughout mitosis, particularly on the metaphase chromosomes.[@ref29] Based on these observations, TSPX is hypothesized to serve normal functions in modulating the cyclin B-CDK1 phosphorylation activities and maintaining integrity of the spindle assembly checkpoints (SACs).[@ref29] TSPY, on the other hand, is specialized in spermatogonial stem cell renewal and male meiotic divisions by exacerbating cyclin B-CDK1 activities[@ref30] and, when expressed in incompatible cells, it competitively disrupts the TSPX-associated SAC integrity and promotes cell proliferation, genome instability, and oncogenesis.[@ref29]

DIFFERENTIAL ACTIONS OF TSPY AND TSPX ON ANDROGEN RECEPTOR SIGNALING {#sec1-8}
====================================================================

The male sex hormone, androgen, and its receptor, androgen receptor (AR), play key roles in testicular differentiation and spermatogenesis, as well as sexual dimorphisms in development and physiology in somatic organs, such as the brain.[@ref110][@ref111][@ref112][@ref113][@ref114][@ref115][@ref116] Any exacerbation of the androgen and/or AR functions by genes on the Y chromosome will greatly amplify such male sex hormone effects in these biological processes. In a yeast two-hybrid study, AR was identified as an interactive protein for TSPY, suggesting the possible involvement of this male-specific proto-oncogene in the male sex hormone/receptor signaling functions.[@ref117] Subsequent studies demonstrated that TSPY and TSPX competitively bind to AR at their SET/NAP domain.[@ref23] The interactive domain for AR has been mapped to the N-terminal and DNA-binding domains. Significantly, recent studies showed that numerous AR variants, such as AR splice variant 7 (AR-V7), lacking the C-terminal ligand-binding domain are consistently expressed in various prostate cancer samples and are constitutively active in transactivation of target genes in a ligand-independent manner(s).[@ref118] Importantly, AR-V7 could be detected in patients with castration-resistant prostate cancer and has been proposed as a diagnostic and prognostic biomarker for prostate cancer.[@ref119][@ref120] Since these AR variants still possess the N-terminal and DNA-binding domains, follow-up experiments showed that TSPY and TSPX are capable of binding to AR variants, including AR-V7. Reporter assays showed that TSPY and TSPX bindings stimulate and repress the transactivation of AR and AR-V7 on their target genes in ligand-dependent and ligand-independent manners, respectively. The inhibitory domain for TSPX has been mapped on to its carboxyl acidic domain, truncation of which renders the abbreviated TSPX molecule to be stimulatory, while its transposition to the carboxyl terminus of TSPY results in an inhibitory hybrid protein in AR/AR-V7 transactivation.[@ref23]

To determine the effects of TSPY and TSPX on the endogenous AR transactivation of target genes, they were individually transfected and overexpressed in androgen-responsive LNCaP prostate cancer cells and analyzed under androgen-induced conditions. Overexpression of TSPY and TSPX stimulates and inhibits cell proliferation, respectively. TSPY and TSPX co-localize with the endogenous AR on the promoters of various target genes and differentially activate and repress their expression, respectively. Transcriptome analysis showed that TSPY upregulates and TSPX represses numerous common canonical pathways associated with cell proliferation, cell growth, and oncogenesis, suggesting the potential contrasting roles of TSPY and TSPX in promoting and suppressing the androgen and AR oncogenic functions in prostate cancer cells, respectively.[@ref23]

TSPY expression is inducible with androgen in LNCaP cells,[@ref121] suggesting that *TSPY* gene could be regulated by AR. To evaluate such possibility, a luciferase reporter directed by a 2.4-kb *TSPY* promoter[@ref25] was used in transfection assays with AR and AR-V7 expression vectors.[@ref23] The results showed that AR and AR-V7 upregulate the TSPY-Luciferase reporter in ligand-dependent and ligand-independent manners, respectively (**[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Significantly, inclusion of a TSPY or TSPX expression vector in the assays resulted in stimulation and repression of the luciferase reporter directed by the *TSPY* promoter, respectively. These observations suggest that TSPY and AR/AR-V7 form a positive feedback loop(s) in mediating TSPY expression and the AR/AR-V7 comprehensive gene regulatory programs. TSPX, on the other hand, is a repressor for such positive feedback loop(s) on AR/AR-V7 and TSPY functions, inhibiting the AR/AR-V7 amplification of TSPY expression/tumorigenic actions as well as AR/AR-V7 global transcriptional regulation of responsive genes in cell proliferation and oncogenesis (**[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**).

![(**a**) A luciferase reporter directed by a 2.4-kb promoter (−2383 to +43) of the human *TSPY* gene.[@ref25] (**b**) Reporter assays show AR (full length) or AR-V7 (V7) transactivation of the TSPY-luciferase reporter in the absence (blue bars) and presence (red bars) of synthetic androgen ligand, R1881, in HEK293 cells.[@ref23] Results show that AR and AR-V7 transactivate the *TSPY-luciferase* gene in ligand-dependent and ligand-independent manners, respectively. Inclusion of a TSPY or a TSPX expression vector further exacerbates and inhibits such transactivation activities, respectively. The activity of the TSPY-luciferase of each transfection assay was determined in triplicates and calculated with reference to its activity without AR/AR-V7, TSPY, or TSPX co-transfection and in the absence of ligand (lane 1, from the left). The relative fold changes were then calculated between transfection pairs without and with the ligand R1881 for AR assays. For AR-V7, the relative fold changes were calculated with the reference to TSPY-luciferase activity without ligand (lane 1), since its transactivation on target genes is ligand independent. AR: androgen receptor; AR-V7: AR splice variant 7; TSPX: TSPY homologue on the X chromosome; TSPY: testis-specific protein Y-encoded.](AJA-21-260-g004){#F4}

![A model of a positive feedback loop between TSPY and AR in gene regulation. *TSPY* expression is regulated by AR actions on its promoter (left, top). The synthesized TSPY protein, in turn, interacts with AR (AR variants) and exacerbates its global transactivation of target genes (left, bottom), including its own expression (left, top), thereby establishing a positive feedback loop in their male-specific functions. TSPX, on the other hand, inhibits AR/AR variant transactivation of *TSPY* and their global gene regulation. The male sex hormone receptors and TSPY synergistically promote cell proliferation and oncogenesis, while TSPX, as a tumor suppressor, counteracts such oncogenic actions (right). AR: androgen receptor; TSPX: TSPY homologue on the X chromosome; TSPY: testis-specific protein Y-encoded.](AJA-21-260-g005){#F5}

BATTLE OF THE SEXES: TSPY AND TSPX IN HUMAN ONCOGENESIS {#sec1-9}
=======================================================

The existence of a positive feedback loop(s) between a Y-chromosome gene and AR/AR-V7 signaling is important in various developmental and physiological processes as well as disease pathogeneses with sexual dimorphisms, since they could synergistically amply their respective male-specific functions in these processes.[@ref23][@ref101][@ref103][@ref110][@ref111][@ref112][@ref113][@ref114][@ref118] Although the roles of androgen and AR have been demonstrated to play critical roles in numerous developmental pathways and physiological events,[@ref110][@ref111][@ref112][@ref113][@ref114] TSPY expression is mostly restricted to the testis and to a certain extent the prostate, and hence such positive feedback loop could likely be effective in spermatogenesis and/or prostate development and functions under normal conditions.[@ref8][@ref17][@ref80] Under oncogenic conditions, TSPY is abundantly expressed in numerous cancer types, including gonadoblastoma, testicular germ cell tumors, prostate cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma, lung cancer, renal cancer, and head-and-neck carcinoma,[@ref29][@ref56][@ref62][@ref63][@ref64][@ref80][@ref91][@ref122] some of which are male specific or possess male biases in incidence, progression, and/or treatment outcomes. Such unique male specificities or sexual dimorphisms could be attributed to the oncogenic actions of the male sex hormone androgen and its receptors, the Y-specific oncogene TSPY, or a combination of AR-TSPY positive feedback loop. In particular, prostate differentiation is highly dependent on the male sex hormone and AR-mediated developmental pathways,[@ref123][@ref124] while prostate cancer is highly sensitive to androgen and AR actions in initiation, progression, drug resistance, and metastasis.[@ref125][@ref126][@ref127] TSPY expression in latent and clinical prostate cancer,[@ref80] therefore, highlights its likely augmentation of androgen and AR functions in these oncogenic processes. AR, in turn, could amply TSPY expression and its effects on cell proliferation, G2/M checkpoints, and genome stability,[@ref29] important for the initiation and progression of prostatic oncogenesis.[@ref125] Significantly, TSPY interacts and intensifies the AR-V7 transactivation of target genes, including its own gene,[@ref23] suggesting that such TSPY-AR-V7 positive feedback loop could play a key role in AR variant-associated advances from localized to metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer. Accordingly, the Y-located *TSPY* oncogene and AR/AR-V7 synergistically amplify their respective male-specific oncogenic effects in prostate cancer and other male sex hormone-responsive cancers, including hepatocellular carcinoma,[@ref86][@ref101][@ref103][@ref106] thereby greatly magnifying the oncogenic processes of such male-specific/biased human cancers.

As a tumor suppressor, TSPX opposes most of the TSPY oncogenic actions, including cell proliferation, cell cycle regulation, and male sex hormone and receptor transactivation activities.[@ref12][@ref14][@ref23][@ref31][@ref42][@ref70] As discussed above, the C-terminal acidic domain in TSPX, absence in TSPY, is primarily responsible for its tumor suppressor functions, including in proteosomal degradation of the viral oncoprotein HBx, inhibition of cyclin B-CDK1 phosphorylation and cell proliferation, and repression of AR/AR-V7 transactivation of TSPY and global gene regulatory program(s).[@ref23][@ref31][@ref107] Importantly, truncation of the carboxyl acidic domain results in an abbreviated molecule capable of stimulating cyclin B-CDK1 activities and AR/AR-V7 transactivation of responsive genes, thereby converting TSPX to possess oncogenic properties, similar to those of TSPY. Currently, it is uncertain if TSPX could direct the synthesis of truncated version(s) of its protein under diseased conditions, perhaps through either genomic mutation(s) inserting a stop codon ahead of the acidic domain or alternative splicing events deleting the exonic sequence coding for the acidic domain, similar to splicing aberrations resulting in the syntheses of the constitutively active AR variants.[@ref118] Hence, it is conceivable that TSPX could be a "double-edged sword" capable of functioning as a tumor suppressor and a proto-oncogene in human oncogenesis.

TSPY AND TSPX ACTIONS BEYOND CANCERS {#sec1-10}
====================================

Besides cancers, androgen and AR have been postulated to exert important effects on various normal developmental and physiological processes, contributing to sex differences in brain structures, muscle development, and cardiovascular and neurological physiology, among others.[@ref110][@ref111][@ref112][@ref113][@ref114] Since TSPX is widely expressed in various tissues, particularly in the brain and other neural tissues, it could exert modulatory effects on such male sex hormone actions, thereby modifying the sex hormone-related differences in these developmental and physiological events. On the other hand, the expression of the Y-located TSPY is tightly regulated and is mostly restricted to the testis, prostate gland, and possibly brain.[@ref25][@ref72] Accordingly, its stimulatory functions on androgen and AR could likely be centered on biological processes within these organs in males. However, under diseased conditions, *TSPY* is epigenetically dysregulated and expressed in various somatic cancers, exacerbating the actions on the male sex hormone functions and its own oncogenic functions.[@ref79][@ref80][@ref91] At present, the exact mechanisms in the aberrant activation of the *TSPY* gene are uncertain. The tandem arrangement of its transcriptional units on the Y chromosome has been demonstrated to be a hotspot for length variation and mutation[@ref26] and hence could be a factor for genetic instability, for example, copy number variation[@ref2] and epigenetic dysregulation under diseased environments. In a humanized transgenic mouse model, an 8.5-kb DNA fragment, containing 2.9-kb promoter, 2.8-kb human *TSPY* gene, and 2.8-kb downstream sequence, has been tandemly integrated 50 times onto the Y chromosome of the host genome.[@ref128] The human transgene shows an expression pattern similar, if not identical, to that in humans, *i.e.*, primarily expressed in spermatogonia and spermatocytes in the testis.[@ref128] However, when such Y-located transgene is introduced into the cancerous genetic background of the LADY prostate cancer line, the human *TSPY* transgene is ectopically activated gradually in foci of cancer cells in the early stages and widely expressed in late stages of prostatic oncogenesis, thereby supporting the notion that this Y-located and tandemly repeated human transgene, under its own promoter, could be activated under tumorigenic conditions.[@ref129] On the other hand, when the human *TSPY* gene or a *TSPY* promoter-directed transgene is integrated into the host autosomes,[@ref25][@ref72] the transgenes are expressed in the testis as well as various somatic tissues, particularly neurons of the central and peripheral nervous systems from E12.5 embryonic to adult stages.[@ref25][@ref72] Its neural expression pattern overlaps those of the endogenous mouse Tspx and Cask, an interactive transcription partner for TSPX,[@ref19][@ref35] suggesting that TSPY, if activated, could modulate the functions of TSPX, thereby exerting male-specific effects on neurological processes associated with TSPX functions.

Significantly, other members of the SET/NAP/TSPY protein family serve a wide variety of cellular functions. For example, SET has been demonstrated to serve as a chaperone for histones and inhibit their acetylation, thereby regulating the transcriptional activities as well as chromatin organization during DNA synthesis.[@ref130][@ref131][@ref132][@ref133] Previous studies showed that TSPY is capable of interacting with histones and hence could have chaperone functions in histone posttranslational modifications. Further, SET also binds cyclin B, but represses cyclin B-CDK1 kinase activities.[@ref31] Similarly, the inhibitory domain for SET has also been mapped to its C-terminal acidic domain, truncation of which converts it into a stimulatory protein.[@ref31] Interestingly, as an oncoprotein, SET binds to the unacetylated C-terminal domain (CTD) of p53 and represses the p53 transcriptional activities and tumor suppressor functions.[@ref134][@ref135][@ref136] The carboxyl acidic domain of SET has been demonstrated to act as a "reader" for the unacetylated CTD of p53 in such acetylation-dependent gene regulation.[@ref137][@ref138] Since TSPX also possesses an acidic domain, abide \~7 times larger, it potentially could possess similar acetylation "reader" function(s) in the regulation of p53 and other acetylation-sensitive transcription factors. However, as a tumor suppressor, it has been demonstrated to stabilize p53 and upregulate p21^Waf1/Cip1^.[@ref139] These findings suggest that members of this protein family, *i.e.*, TSPY, TSPX, and SET, harbor a conserved SET/NAP domain but could serve differential functions, depending particularly on the absence, presence, size, and/or hydrophilicity of their C-terminal acidic domains.[@ref136] Further, as a Y-located gene, *TSPY* could also compete or exacerbate other autosomal TSPY-like genes, thereby exerting a male-specific effect(s) on their respective functions. Future studies focusing on TSPY synergistic or antagonistic actions on TSPX/TSPYL functions in various biological processes could shed critical insights on its role(s) as a male-specific modifier involved in sex differences in the health and diseases of humans.
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###### 

Locations of the conserved NAP domains on the members of the SET/NAP/TSPY protein superfamily. The NAP domains were identified by searches of the Conserved Domain database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) portal with the individual protein sequences. The specific intervals harboring the NAP/SET domain (indicated by the dark and light green bars in the middle) and the Expected value (E-value) of respective proteins are listed on the right columns. The E-value is calculated with respect to the overall length of the protein and the probability of matches with the corresponding conserved domain. The lower the E-value, the more significant is the match. Based on the E-values, the TSPY/TSPX and TSPYL proteins could constitute a TSPY-like subfamily of proteins harboring NAP domains somewhat distinct from those of the SET/NAP proteins. Searches were conducted on March 21, 2018.
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Expression patterns of SET/NAP/TSPY family genes in 53 human tissues and cells. Data extracted from the GTEx Project portal. Red and blue represent female and male respectively. TPM = transcripts per million reads.
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